
 

CREATIVE WEEKLY Vol. 1 LIMITED (Gimmicks and online
Instructions) by Julio Montoro

Introducing you, Montoro's exclusive project: Creative Weekly Volume 1.

In 2020, Julio Montoro decided to release a new monthly subscription in Spain to
share his creations with all his Spanish followers. It was just a 1 year project, but
it was a total success, with almost 900 Spanish magicians joining the
subscription, learning 52 effects that Montoro specifically created for them.

Now, in 2022, Julio Montoro has decided to share this project with all his
international friends in a really exclusive way.

Only 400 units will be printed every single month during 1 year. This means that
only 400 magicians around the globe will only be able to know how Montoro's
mind really works.

This is what you are going to get in Volume 1:

Post-it restoration: an impromptu torn and restored with a signed post-it
note.
Instant polo: an examinable and visual way to restore your favorite
candy pack.
Sticky bill: the most organic way to do the ripped signed bill. Everything
can be given away for examination at the end.
WOW Post-it: the only way available in the market to make a 3D object
appear from a drawing. Everything is examinable at the end.

All these effects are now available at only $19,95, that is less than $5 a week.

Every single month, you're going to learn how to construct 4 awesome tricks,
which comes in a tutorial inside a beautiful packaging, which is numbered and
signed by Julio Montoro himself.

You will also include materials that you are going to need to construct all four
week's effects.

Of course, you will not only learn gimmicked effects, but also at least one
impromptu trick every month.
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Be one of the 400 hundred magicians that will ever be able to learn all these
effects and collect all 12 months.

Get creative weekly in your magic shop before it sells out!
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